IN THE NEWS

University of Minnesota Medical Center’s aorta hot line saves lives. Gabriel Loor, MD comments. Star Tribune

Gina Deveney – Academic Health Center Employee Spotlight AHC Employee Spotlight
Bear study teams DNR, Medtronic and University of Minnesota researchers. Paul Iaizzo, PhD is featured. Grand Forks Herald

Data suggest lowering bar for bariatric surgery. Henry Buchwald, MD comments. General Surgery News

AWARDS

Dominique Tobbell, PhD, Program in the History of Medicine has been awarded a Karen Buhler-Wilkerson Fellowship from the Bates Center for the Study of the History of Nursing at the University of Pennsylvania.
UPCOMING LECTURES

BROWN BAG LUNCH SERIES
Department of Surgery hosts an informational brown bag lunch session to provide learning opportunities. So bring a lunch, join us and learn more!

Tour and Presentation by:
Arthur G. Erdman, PhD
Director of the Medical Device Center, Richard C. Jordan Professor and a Morse Alumni Distinguished Teaching Professor of Mechanical Engineering

UMN Medical Device Center
Tour and Presentation
March 27, 2015; noon-1:00 pm

Meet in the Surgery Conference Room to walk over as a group or join us at the Medical Device Center located on the second floor in Mayo near PWB around the corner from Freshii.

DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Driven to Discover™
RECOGNITION PROGRAM

Do you see someone working hard in your area and contributing to the department’s success by fulfilling our mission, vision and values? If so, take a moment to nominate this person for an Employee Recognition Award.

Completed nomination forms should be sent to Michelle Lunden.
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